Jon promised to make us all rich, or at least retire
comfortably despite what to
come…
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This Week:
Program:

Craft Talk by Dawn Cychner

Next Week:
“Wall Street vs. Main Street”

Dawn is one mysterious woman. Apparently, she
does not want to give any details away beforehand;
so if you want to find out about her interesting life, you
just have to show up. She is a little bit unpredictable;
so expect the unexpected! So come on over and find
out what is like to be a mortgage broker. That should
be very entertaining.
Last Week:
Hope you all had a chance to count your blessings
and enjoyed a wonderful meal with your family.

Jon Teran and his personal assistant Casey Morris
from Capstone Pacific Investment Strategies
Company will try to help us navigate thru this
complex, sometimes deceptive system of stock
trading. We all have some sort of investment in the
market and the old strategy of “Buy & Hold” is no
longer applied. We have to be proactive and
responsive monitoring to the ever changing stock
market world. Not to say that we should be day
traders like the Harveys, we could lose our shirt.
Maybe we should leave it to the professionals like Jon
who believes in good investment strategy with sound
financial planning independent of the traditional, but
many times less than helpful, Wall Street approach.

Announcements:
The Annual Rotary Christmas Luncheon will be
Thursday, December 20th at South Hills Country Club.
Be on the lookout for the invitation which should be
going out soon.
Did you know that November is Rotary Foundation
month? This is the time to think about donating and
becoming Paul Harris Fellow. Lena is the person to
speak to if you are in the mood of giving. The club
will match the amount like it does every year; so it is
an incentive to give and become PHF twice as fast.
The money will go toward good causes, such as
alleviation of poverty, Polio Plus and etc…

